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PM-50 PUGGER/ MIXER
The PM-50 is the only mixer or pug mill that you will ever need. The Peter Pugger PM-50 does the
work of both! This pugger mixes 50 pound batches at a time. The large hopper makes the Peter
Pugger easy to load. Short mixing times yield up to300 pounds of clay mixed from scratch, or up to
1,200 pounds of pugged clay per hour. The safety shut-off on the lid keeps hands safely out of the way
of rotating parts. Manypotters say that the finished product is so compact that wedging is seldom
necessary. This is a great tool for schools and serious potters. It uses a 2 hp 208 volt to 230 volt
1 phase 12 amp motor and produces a 3” round output. Price $5,949.00 plus freight

VPM-60 VACUUM POWER WEDGER
The VPM-60 combines the capability of batch mixing with the convenience of apugmill output
and the ease of vacuum deairing. VPM-60 features stainless steel construction, a large hopper
and output. But the VPM-60 also offers de-airing of the clay with the help of a 1/3 horsepower
vacuum pump. Price $7,499.00 plus freight.

VPM-60TE VACUUM POWER WEDGER
The VPM-6OTE combines the capability of batch mixing with the convenience of apugmill output
and the ease of vacuum deairing. VPM-60TE features stainless steel construction, a large hopper
and output. But the VPM-60TE also offers de-airing of the clay with the help of a 1/3 horsepower
vacuum pump. It also comes with an \upgraded motor, aggressive auger, variable speed control, up
graded structural,tile nozzle and guide plates. Price $8,999.00 plus freight.

VPM-100 & PM-100 PUGGER/MIXER***NEW
This is the mega pugger! The PM-100 is the only mixer or pug mill that you will everneed. The
Peter Pugger PM-100 does the work of both! This pugger mixes 100 poundsof dry clay (plus water)
at a time. The large hopper makes the Peter Pugger easy toload. Short mixing times yield up to three
hundred pounds of clay mixed from scratch, or up to ONE TON of pugged clay per hour. Many
potters say that the finished productis so compact that wedging is seldom necessary. This is a great
tool for schools and serious potters. This is the “Binford” of pug mills! It has a 3 hp motor which
uses a voltage from 208 to 230 1 phase which draws 16 amps. Produces a 4” round output.
Now available with Vacuum.
PM-100 Price: $7,399.00 plus freight VPM-100 Price: $9,999.00 plus freight

VPE-8SS POWER EXTRUDER
Extruding has never been easier! Peter Pugger’s introduces the latest in extruding technology. With new patented vacuum dearing
capability, the VPE-8SS studio power extruder eliminates the issues that are inherent with traditional manual wall extruders and air
assisted power extruders. With hands free control, sealed extruding chamber and plenty of force to extrude even the toughest shapes
(large or small), Peter Pugger’s new VPE-8SS is the solution to those challenging projects.
Price: $5,399.00 plus freight

** DOWN PAYMENT OF 50% IS REQUIRED AT TIME OF ORDER **

***Note if paid with credit card add 3% to total.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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